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Chapter 111 Invincible slash 

The boss’s ultimate skill had an effective range of 20 yards. In other words, after being attacked by the 

ultimate skill, the boss’s ultimate skill would be activated. 

they had to run ten yards to be safe. 

Zhang Shan was not a problem. His health was almost 20000, and he had passive magic resistance. He 

could take all the damage for five seconds without any pressure. 

It was enough for him to run out of the damage range of the boss’s ultimate skill, but not for boss Wu. 

His HP was less than 10000. 

When faced with the boss’s ultimate skill, he would be instantly killed. He might not even last three 

seconds. 

The key was to fight this demon Warlock. Without boss Wu’s support, he really couldn’t do it. At least, 

he couldn’t fall too early. 

Without boss Wu to heal Zhang Shan’s Panda baby, Zhang Shan would not be able to hold on for long. 

He could only let boss Wu try to pull as little aggro as possible. The boss could only use its big move on 

Zhang Shan or the Panda baby, but he could not let it use its big move on boss Wu. 

“How about this, you don’t have to keep healing the Panda. Stand further away and wait for the Panda 

baby’s blood to fall below half before coming up to heal.” 

Since the Panda baby had high defense, the boss could only deal around 3000 damage to it each time. 

it could hold out for almost a minute. boss wu only needed to come up for three or four more rounds 

and he would be able to hold on until zhang shan killed the boss. 

“Alright, I got it.” 

Boss Wu retreated to a distance and waited for the Panda baby’s HP to drop to half before coming back 

up. 

Zhang Shan quickly attacked the boss. His berserk and fanaticism skills were also activated, and the 

demon Warlock’s health was dropping rapidly. 

Fanaticism had been upgraded to level 9, and it increased attack speed by 90% for six seconds. It was 

very powerful. 

under zhang shan’s rapid attacks, the boss’s health was quickly reduced by 20%. 

Suddenly, the demon Warlock pointed at Zhang Shan. He could no longer move, nor could he attack. 

“F * ck, you’re going to throw me the first immobilization spell?” 

fortunately, zhang shan was not attacked after the stop spell was cast. the boss continued to attack the 

panda baby. 



“Your damage output is so high, if I don’t cast the hold spell on you, should I cast it on the Panda baby?” 

Boss Wu stood in the distance and watched the show. In the meantime, he came up to heal the Panda 

baby. 

The two healing skills were switched over and over again, and he was as fierce as a Tiger. After lifting up 

the Panda’s blood, he retreated far away and became a bystander. 

This support was easy to play. 

In less than two minutes, the boss’s health had dropped to 50%. 

Suddenly, a large flame appeared beside Zhang Shan. The boss had cast a big move on him, fire array. 

F * ck, Zhang Shan turned and ran. When he ran out of the range of the fire, he still had more than 9000 

HP left. 

it’s alright, even if he can withstand it for a few more seconds, he won’t fall even if he takes all the 

damage from the big move for five seconds. 

Although the passive magic resistance only reduced the magic damage by 10%, it was already very 

powerful. 

Boss Wu came up to fill up Zhang Shan’s HP and continued to watch the battle. 

After taking a hit from the boss’s ultimate skill, Zhang Shan was completely confident, even if he was hit 

by both the freeze and ultimate skill. 

he didn’t have to be afraid. the boss couldn’t kill him in seconds anyway. he could just stand there and 

kill the boss. 

I watched you fight the boss. It’s so easy. Boss Wu stood aside and said with emotion. 

“It’s just a small boss. It’s not hard, hehe.” 

“How can it not be difficult? other people even need a group of people to fight a purple boss. Many 

people can’t even beat an elite monster. You actually said that an orange-colored boss is just a mini-

boss? that’s way too common.” 

Zhang Shan realized. As long as he had a support with him, it was really not difficult to fight the boss. Of 

course, the boss was above red. 

Not to mention the red bosses, they all had one or two powerful skills. Just their huge HP alone would 

take him a long time to fight. 

the longer he fought, the higher the chances of accidents. as for bosses below red, they were not 

difficult for him. 

Very soon, the BOSS’s health was about to drop to 20% and it was about to enter berserk mode. 

“The BOSS is about to go berserk. Quickly heal the Panda baby and leave the rest to me.” 

Although the BOSS’s damage would increase after going berserk, its defense would also become weaker. 



Zhang Shan’s damage had also become higher. 

The demon Warlock did not struggle for long. In the end, Zhang Shan controlled the Panda baby and 

used a combo skill to knock it to the ground. 

&Lt; system announcement: congratulations to six-barreled Bodhisattva and Daoist priest for 

successfully killing the demon Warlock with a blade. Reward: skill point +1, merit points +100. &Gt; 

The orange-colored boss did not have much health left. Zhang Shan could control the Panda baby and 

make the last attack. 

Unlike the demon Vanguard official who was in the middle of the monster attack, who had hundreds of 

millions of health, even if he only had one percent of his health left. 

They also had millions of HP, so it wasn’t easy to get the last kill. 

the boss fell to the ground, and boss wu ran up to him. 

f * ck, I didn’t level up this time. But luckily, I got a skill point. 

in your dreams. You’ve fought three orange bosses and you still want to level up three times? it’s good 

enough to have a skill point. No one has ever fought this boss before. 

I was just thinking about it. Let’s see what kind of trash it dropped. Is the final BOSS about to appear? ” 

After the first two demonic strongmen’s drops, boss Wu didn’t have much hope for the dungeon BOSS’s 

drops. 

He just wanted to see the drops, kill the BOSS, and then go back to the city. 

... 

zhang shan did not have much interest in the loot of the demon warlock. it was only an orange BOSS, 

and it was even a normal difficulty instance. 

at most, it would drop an orange equipment. 

Taking advantage of the fact that the BOSS had not spawned yet, he opened his backpack and took a 

look. 

“what the hell is this? A normal mode dungeon’s miniboss would drop such an exquisite skill book?” 

looking at the skill book in his backpack, zhang shan was shocked. it was simply unbelievable. 

“f * ck, what did it drop? You’re so surprised.” 

Boss Wu didn’t care. What good things could it drop? sell it for a few thousand more gold coins? 

Zhang Shan did not explain and displayed the skill book that he had just dropped. 

[invincible slash: Spellblade slashes a large amount of sword light at a target from an alternate 

dimension, dealing 5x the damage. Damage range is 50 yards.] 



during the duration of the invincible slash, the spellblade can not be targeted or attacked for 5 seconds. 

costs 20000 mana. cooldown: 24 hours. class requirement: spellblade. 

f * ck, this skill is f * cking awesome. It has five times the AoE damage and can even grant temporary 

invincibility. What an overpowered skill. 

... 

The power of the skill book completely stunned boss Wu. 

this should be the Spellblade’s ultimate skill book, so the damage isn’t too high. The Archer’s ultimate 

skill deals 10 times the damage, so the damage is much higher than this. 

“No way, are all ultimate skills so awesome? Not just anyone can use their ultimate skill to instantly kill 

them all.” 

This was indeed a problem. However, Zhang Shan estimated that it was impossible to produce too many 

ultimate skill books like this. 

Even in the later stages of the game, it was impossible for everyone to have one. Only a small number of 

high-end players could obtain one. 

“How much can this thing sell for?” 

Boss Wu finally reacted. The Spellblade skill book was of no use to them, so they definitely had to sell it. 

Such a high-quality skill book should be able to sell for a high price. 

I don’t know either. I’ll put it up for auction later. Anyway, I can’t sell it at a low price. I’ll put it up as a 

small target to try first. If it doesn’t sell, I’ll put it up for auction every day. 
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Zhang Shan wanted to sell a small target the moment he opened his mouth. Boss Wu could not 

understand at all. 

“can you sell that much? That’s impossible, no one would spend money like that. It would be good 

enough if it could be sold for a few million.” 

Zhang Shan was also not sure what the price of this ultimate skill book was. There were no records of 

any transactions. 

The only other book they knew about was the Archer’s wrath of the stars that had dropped when they 

first fought the Wolf King. It was rolled away by a lucky Archer from the wind and cloud Guild. 

as for whether there were still people who had obtained ultimate skill books, zhang shan did not know 

either. in any case, they were definitely in high demand. 

it would be fine even if they couldn’t sell it at a higher price. He could slowly sell them in the future. 

Such skill books would definitely not depreciate so quickly. 



who cares? if you don’t understand the market, sell it at a Higher price first. Those rich big shots are just 

afraid that you don’t have good stuff. Don’t worry about them not having money. There are many big 

shots in the New World. 

If it was only sold for a few million, it would be better to directly call heart moves that brush. He would 

definitely buy it, and he was not short of money anyway. 

Spellblade’s ultimate skill book was just right for him, so how could he not want it? 

However, Zhang Shan did not understand the current situation. He could only put it up for auction to 

test the waters, so as not to make a loss. 

[system notification: as a large number of elite demon Warriors have died, the strongman commander 

has descended to the demon subduing platform’s second floor to patrol.] 

The system notification showed the coordinates of the boss’s arrival. 

After defeating the last orange boss, the final boss finally appeared. However, this Hercules commander 

should not be a magic-type. 

Was the second floor easier to clear than the first floor? 

This made Zhang Shan a little eager to try. 

Originally, he had planned to just kill the gatekeeper boss and then die. However, it was just a dummy 

monster, so he should be able to give it a try. 

“Are we going to fight commander Lishi?” 

“Let’s go. Let’s try a few times.” 

“If we die, will we drop anything? if we drop a skill book, it’ll be a huge loss.” 

“No, when players die in the dungeon, they don’t lose experience or equipment.” 

“Are you sure?” 

Boss Wu was still a little worried. 

However, this question had indeed caught Zhang Shan by surprise. 

Zhang Shan could not be 100% sure, because the instance dungeon introduction did not say that it 

would not drop after the player died. 

It was just a player’s own guess. Since they didn’t lose experience, they naturally wouldn’t drop items. 

how about this, I’ll test out the boss’s attributes and skills, and you bring the skill book back to the city. 

Zhang Shan said as he handed the invincible slash skill book to boss Wu. 

It was better to play safe. Bosses were fought at any time, and ultimate skill books were not easy to get. 

“Alright, I’ll head back to the city first. I’ll wait for you at the auction house.” 

OK? 



boss wu returned to the city with the skill book. zhang shan could only go and test the demonic 

strongman commander alone. 

Originally, he had a small idea to try and see if he could directly kill the boss to clear the game. 

However, in order to ensure that they had a small target, they decided to forget it. Although it was just a 

dummy monster, they only had two people. It was not certain if they could kill it. 

Zhang Shan followed the coordinates given by the system prompt and found the final boss, the demonic 

strongman commander. 

The strongmen commander looked similar to the strongmen they had fought before, but he was several 

times larger. 

Just the huge hammer in his hand was a little scary. 

Forget it, he’s going to die soon anyway, so I’ll just hit him a few times. 

Zhang Shan was too lazy to even summon the Panda baby, and directly fired at the boss. 

The demon strongmen commander waved his huge hammer and knocked him down with two strikes. 

The first condition was settled. 

It was a pity to waste the rebirth skill just like that. 

However, he had already checked the attributes and skills of the Hercules commander. He could only 

say that Zhang Shan had underestimated it. 

It turned out that there were also abnormal wooden dummy monsters. 

[demonic strongman commander (red)] 

HP 10000000 

attack 5000 

skill 1: enhanced charge 

skill 2: hammer of the storm 

skill 3: crush 

skill 4: trample 

[demonic strongmen commander: red] 

[red] 

[red] 

[red] 

red [red 



[enhanced charge: charges towards the target at high speed, dealing damage, stunning for 1 second, 

and reducing speed for 3 seconds.] 

[windstorm hammer: the strongmen commander throws the hammer in his hand to attack the target, 

causing double damage and stunning the target for three seconds.] 

[crush: the hammer of the strongmen commander. It has a crushing effect in its attacks, increasing 

damage by 100%.] 

[stomp: the strongmen commander swings its giant hammer and stomps on the ground with both feet, 

sending all surrounding targets flying and dealing 5x the damage. Effective range is 20 yards.] 

Zhang Shan, who was lying on the ground and waiting to be reborn, could only sigh after seeing the 

attributes and skills of the Hercules commander. It was really strong. 

crush’s passive damage had been increased to 100%, which was twice as strong as the demonic 

strongmen’s. in other words, every attack of the strongmen commander had a theoretical damage of 

10000. 

If it was a critical hit, it would be 20000. Who could withstand that? 

Not to mention the strongmen commander’s ultimate move, which sent all the surrounding targets 

flying and dealt five times the damage. 

... 

whoever touched it would die. the big move directly dealt 50000 damage per second. it was terrifying. 

Fortunately, the strongmen commander’s ultimate skill only had a range of 20 yards. It was not much of 

a threat to long-range professions like Zhang Shan. 

However, the melee classes were in a worse state. It was probably the same as when they fought the 

vanguard. When the boss’s HP dropped to half, the melee classes could only watch the show and could 

not deal any damage. 

The key was that after the melee players were sent flying, the ranged players could no longer attack the 

boss. Otherwise, the aggro would be easily disrupted. 

For example, if Zhang Shan’s Panda baby was sent flying, then the boss would most likely come for 

Zhang Shan. 

He felt that this boss was not easy to deal with. 

And this was only the normal mode. As for the hard mode and extreme mode, the demonic strongman 

commander might be even more overpowered. 

Forget it, when the time comes, let the others have a headache. Zhang Shan only needed to be a quiet 

thug. 

Ten seconds later, the rebirth skill was activated. Zhang Shan, who had stood up again, was killed by the 

Hercules commander with two more hammers. 



returning to the city to revive, this time’s dungeon was over, and the harvest was huge. 

after reviving at the guild’s base, zhang shan immediately teleported to the auction house. 

... 

Boss Wu still had the invincible slash skill book and was waiting for him there. Whether he could make a 

fortune or not depended on this. 

Zhang Shan came to the auction house, and boss Wu traded the skill book to him, even though it didn’t 

matter who put it up for auction. 

However, boss Wu was also a decent person. Although the skill book was obtained by their team, it was 

still Zhang Shan’s lead. 

Naturally, the items obtained would be handed over to Zhang Shan to handle. 

The money earned could be split together, but the priority had to be clear. After all, it was not a small 

number. 

in addition to the skill book, they had also obtained six level 30 purple quality equipment. 

Although purple equipment was not worth much, six of them together could be sold for at least 2000 to 

3000 gold coins. 

Zhang Shan handed three of the purple equipment to boss Wu. 

a total of six purple quality equipment, three for each person. They’re all useless, so sell them for some 

gold coins. 

“you don’t have to split these, you can just sell them. just give me some money when the time comes.” 

Boss Wu declined. 

“Split the worthless ones and sell them separately. We’ll split the valuable ones after we sell them.” 

Even new brothers had to be clear about their debts. Boss Wu was his sworn brother, and there was 

nothing to say about that. However, he still had a wife. 

He could ask boss Wu to get some money first so that he could brag to his wife. 
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After distributing the trash equipment, Zhang Shan opened the auction interface and placed the 

invincible slash skill book on it. The starting price was 100 million gold coins. There was no buyout price, 

and the auction duration was set to 24 hours. 

Done. All that was left was to wait for the results. He didn’t know if there were any generous pay-to-win 

big shots who would place bets and follow the auction. 

“It’s over? Is it possible that no one else can see it?” 



Boss Wu said, a little worried. 

“don’t worry, even if you set the starting price of a whiteboard material to 100 million, someone will see 

it. someone will screen it according to the price.” 

the problem is that they can see it, but it doesn’t necessarily mean that they need it. We have to let 

those who need it see it. 

Boss Wu’s words made sense, but he had no choice. 

Zhang Shan also wanted to advertise, but he was afraid of being criticized. After all, he had set the price 

of the skills book a little high. 

if people knew that he was the one who sold them, they would all say that he was a black-hearted 

profiteer, although it didn’t matter if they scolded him. 

However, he didn’t have to do that now. 

Let’s hang it for a few days and try it out. If no one comes to film it after a few days, we’ll have to 

consider doing a wave of advertisements. 

It was a pity that the New World Forum was bound to the character’s name in the game, and it was not 

easy to create a side account. Otherwise, Zhang Shan would have used his side account to promote 

himself on the forum. 

then forget it. I’m going to sleep. It’s already very late. 

it was almost 12 o ‘clock. for boss wu, it was already very late. he didn’t want to go offline and have to 

use the washboard, hehe. 

“You go first, I’m going to play for a while more.” 

Boss Wu went offline. Zhang Shan was thinking about what to do next. It was already very late, so he 

would not go and farm monsters. 

It would take him more than 40 minutes to get to the ant Mountain Map. It was already so late, and he 

was afraid that he would fall asleep while running. 

‘forget it, i should get an engineering profession certificate and a life profession to kill time.’ 

From the very beginning, Zhang Shan had wanted to pursue an engineering profession. However, he had 

always been either farming monsters or on the path of farming monsters. 

He didn’t have the time to do it. 

Since he had some free time today, he decided to try out a lifestyle class. 

That’s right, he still had to tell the other members of the Guild about the BOSS on the second floor of 

the demon suppressing dais dungeon. 

he also wanted to ask them when they were going to clear the dungeon next. 



He called wind and cloud blade and sent the demonic strongman commander’s attributes and skills 

over. 

“Brother one blade, this is the information on the second floor’s boss. It’s in normal mode. When do you 

guys plan to go and clear the dungeon next time?” 

brother Liu Guan, you’re awesome. Who did you go to the dungeon with? you’ve even gotten to the 

gatekeeper BOSS. 

In fact, it was not easy to get to the boss of the second floor. Otherwise, there would be such 

information on the forum. 

Not to mention the three orange-colored bosses in the dungeon, just the thousands of elite monsters 

alone would be difficult for ordinary players to deal with. 

For a weaker team, even if there were 50 people, it would still not work. 

“It was just me and the priest with the sword. After he came online at night, we went to do it together. 

Otherwise, we would have wasted our dungeon entries.” 

“F * ck, there’s only the two of you, and you can still fight the boss? it’s that fierce?” 

it’s alright, but there’s a lot of elite monsters. It’s quite tiring to kill them, so I’ve been killing them all 

night. 

f * ck, there are thousands of elite monsters. Is it just a little too many in your eyes? ” 

hehe, I’ll just take my time. I’ll just play a little slower. There’s nothing dangerous about normal mode. 

“That’s true. The normal mode mobs can be killed one by one, so it’s not difficult. But what about the 

three orange bosses? how did you guys defeat them?” 

” a level 30 orange-colored BOSS isn’t that hard to deal with. i can kill one in three to five minutes. ” 

” big brother, you’re awesome. no explanation. ” 

when are you guys going to clear the second floor’s instance dungeon next time? remember to ask me 

and the priest to bring our knives. 

“You’re talking nonsense. Even if I forget myself, I can’t forget you. Without you, we can’t even clear the 

instance.” 

“but the boss of the second floor is not easy to deal with. it’s a little too strong.” 

what are you afraid of? I’m not afraid of a melee player. At most, we’ll just take half of the boss down 

and slowly grind it down. Bosses are always easy to beat. 

alright, zhang shan had always been killing bosses as if they were small monsters. suddenly 

encountering such an abnormal boss like the hercules commander, he was a little unaccustomed. 

“You guys can discuss it. I’m just a lowly thug.” 



f * ck you, we’re all just minor characters. We’ll leave the boss to you. I’ll discuss with the boss and the 

others on how to do it. We’ll probably be a few days late before we go to the dungeon. Let’s level up 

first. 

“Alright, just inform me in advance.” 

Zhang Shan looked at his experience bar. He was still 20 million experience away from reaching level 29. 

He was still far from level 30. 

Moreover, level 30 players could enter the second floor of the dungeon. After level 31, they could only 

enter the third floor. 

Now that his leveling speed was getting slower and slower, he might be able to clear the second-floor 

dungeon two more times. 

After ending the call, Zhang Shan went to the auction house and bought an engineering class certificate. 

He then randomly bought some materials that could be used for engineering. 

after that, he teleported to the workshop in dangyang city. after submitting his job certificate, zhang 

shan became an official engineering apprentice. 

Done. I’ll go to the Guild workshop to make bullets. 

After a normal player registered as an apprentice lifestyle player, they would have to rent a work table 

from the corresponding NPC before they could start making items. 

... 

However, Zhang Shan and the others did not need it. The wind and cloud Guild already had their own 

workshop building. They only needed to spend some personal Guild contribution points to use it. 

He could save a little money. 

teleporting to the guild base, zhang shan arrived at the guild workshop. after deducting 10 contribution 

points, he entered the workshop control station. 

After learning the blueprint of the normal bullets, he took out the materials needed to make the normal 

bullets, such as wood, iron ore, and copper ore. 

The rest was very simple. He placed a set of materials on the operating table and then began to make 

bullets. 

After operating the control panel for a while, a burst of flames appeared. The production had failed. 

Zhang Shan looked at the proficiency of his life profession. It did not increase at all. Failure in production 

would not increase his proficiency. 

He was still 100 proficiency points away from breaking away from being an engineering apprentice and 

becoming an intern engineer. 

it’s normal to fail on the first try. continue. 

Zhang Shan placed another set of materials on the operating table, but the result was another failure. 



Damn, it’s still a little difficult. I don’t believe it. Can’t you even make a normal bullet? 

... 

Again. 

If he continued to put in materials, he would fail again. 

Zhang Shan repeated the action numbly. The repeated failures made him a little depressed. Fortunately, 

the materials used to make normal bullets were cheap. 

Otherwise, he really couldn’t afford to play. 

Who would be able to withstand continuous failures? 

This was only the lowest level of bullets. How would he make higher level bullets in the future? 

Let’s continue and use up the materials on hand first. 
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After countless failures, a white light finally appeared on the control panel, and rows of ordinary bullets 

appeared on the panel. 

Haha, I’ve finally succeeded. 

It was unknown how many bullets would be produced after a successful production, and it was 

impossible to calculate on the operating table. 

Zhang Shan looked at the number of bullets left in his backpack, and then kept the bullets on the 

operating table. 

Then, he checked the number of bullets in his backpack. 

10,000 shots. 

Not bad. He could make tens of thousands of ordinary bullets at once. As long as he slowly increased his 

success rate, he wouldn’t need to spend too much time making bullets. 

as long as he collected more materials from the auction house, he could make his own bullets when he 

ran out. perfect. 

After successfully creating an item, his engineering proficiency increased by one point. 

This leveling up was a little slow. If he continued, the success rate couldn’t be so low forever. 

Next, Zhang Shan used up all the materials in his backpack. He successfully produced two more normal 

bullets. 

After the first success, the success rate of making bullets in the future had increased a lot. 

He could succeed almost once in ten times. According to the current price of the materials, he would not 

lose out. 



The cost of buying materials was a little cheaper than buying bullets directly from the store. 

He continued to increase his proficiency. 

the higher his proficiency, the higher his success rate of making bullets would be. 

He could make bullets with attributes. 

He would go to the auction house to look for a level 2 engineering recipe. He might be able to use better 

bullets soon. 

He teleported to the auction house and first saw if anyone was bidding for the invincible slash. 

He looked at the list of items that he had auctioned, but there was no one following him. He didn’t know 

if no one saw it or if he had set the price too high. 

Let’s not care about it for now and take our time. 

He scanned through the materials used to make ordinary bullets again. It didn’t matter if they were a 

few copper coins more expensive, as he didn’t lack this bit of money. 

He then looked around to see if there were any Level 2 engineering blueprints. 

After careful selection, he found out that Level 2 engineering blueprints were also available in the 

auction, but they were not practical. 

there were only toys. one was the wooden bird blueprint, and the other was the firework blueprint. the 

products made from these two blueprints. 

They had no practical value. Wooden birds were basically kites for players to fly in the game. 

The fireworks were fireworks, just to hear the sound and see the fireworks. 

As for the bullet blueprint that Zhang Shan was looking forward to, he did not find it at all. 

He checked the higher-grade blueprints. It was impossible to say that the engineering class could only 

produce normal bullets, right? 

Then what was the point of him learning it? 

as expected, zhang shan found the special bullet manufacturing blueprint and the basic combustion 

bullet blueprint in the level 3 engineering blueprint area. 

however, there was only one such blueprint in the entire auction house. the seller was also a black-

hearted person. the starting price was 50000 gold coins, and the buyout price was 100000 gold coins. 

Zhang Shan carefully looked at the blueprint details. The basic burning bomb’s attributes were not bad. 

Attack power +100. It would burn after hitting the target, and it would deal a fixed damage of 500 points 

per second for three seconds. 

A bullet that could add 100 damage was already not bad, not to mention that there was another fixed 

damage of 500. 

Not bad, it was a very practical bullet. However, compared to ordinary bullets, it had one more material. 



In addition to wood, iron ore, and red copper, he also needed a type of Firestone material. 

Firestones were blue-colored materials and were not considered expensive individually. One could buy a 

Firestone with a few dozen gold coins. 

However, if Zhang Shan wanted to produce the basic combustion bombs, he would need to purchase a 

large number of Firestones. 

zhang shan had a clear understanding of the success rate of making engineering items after making the 

ordinary bullets just now. 

It was low, very low, at least, it was so when he first made a new product. 

If he wanted to use the basic combustion bomb in the future, he had to collect a large number of 

materials. Otherwise, it would be useless if he could not make the bullets with the blueprint alone. 

i’ll buy the blueprint first, i don’t know if i’ll be able to encounter it in the future. 

however, he couldn’t go along with the black-hearted man’s plan. the auction of the basic burning bomb 

blueprint would continue until the next morning. 

Zhang Shan followed the starting bid of 50000 gold coins. When he woke up the next morning, he would 

see if there were any other bidders. 

The rule of the auction house was that as long as there was a player bidding, the seller could not 

withdraw the auction and could only end the auction early. 

It was sold at the highest bid. 

At the same time, the buyer had no possibility of reneging, because when the buyer followed the 

auction, the funds were already locked in. 

If it wasn’t successfully won, the funds would be returned. 

If the auction was successful, the buyer would get the item after deducting the funds, while the seller 

would get the gold coins after deducting one-hundredth of the auction fee. 

The basic incendiary bomb blueprint was slowly being auctioned off, but the wooden bird and common 

cannon blueprint could be bought at one go. 

The items that were not practical were not sold at a high price. He would bid for them first and use them 

to increase his proficiency when he became an apprentice engineer. 

After buying the blueprint, all that was left was to buy a large amount of materials, whether it was to 

make ordinary bullets, wooden birds, or fireworks, and even the Firestone to make the primary burning 

bullet. 

... 

As long as the price was not too high, Zhang Shan would buy it at a fixed price. 

Since he would need it sooner or later, he decided to save up a little first. 



After a round of shopping, Zhang Shan realized that other than the money he spent on the blueprints, 

he had spent thousands of gold on the materials. 

F * ck, life professions really burn money. 

Forget it, he was not in a hurry to increase his proficiency. Otherwise, he would not be able to afford the 

materials. 

In the future, if there were cheap materials every day, he would just buy some and slowly accumulate 

them. 

I can’t sweep the goods like this. My heart aches for the gold coins. 

He teleported back to the Guild residence and continued to make normal bullets. 

Right now, his engineering apprentice only had three proficiency points. It was still too early for him to 

advance to a Trainee Engineer with 100 proficiency points. 

The proficiency of the lifestyle class increased by one point for every successful product created. The 

maximum amount of proficiency for each blueprint was 100 points. 

To advance to a Trainee Engineer, he only needed a blueprint. 

... 

It took about 10 seconds for the operating table to run once. Zhang Shan kept placing the materials on 

the table and made one after another. 

In the beginning, he only succeeded once every ten or so attempts. 

The success rate of making bullets had increased again, and he could succeed once every seven or eight 

tries. 

Zhang Shan took a look. The materials that he had bought in bulk earlier were sufficient. Today, he 

would go all out with the engineering professionals. 

He first rushed to the trainee Engineer, took off the apprentice’s hat, and went to sleep. 

As his proficiency increased, the success rate of making bullets also increased. 

When his proficiency reached 50 points, Zhang Shan would be able to succeed once in every two 

attempts. 

The success rate was very high. He realized that even selling ordinary bullets seemed to be profitable at 

this stage. 

As long as the quantity was large and the price was much cheaper than in the store, people would 

naturally come to buy it. 

There were so many Hunter players in the game, and there were definitely many who wanted to save 

some bronze coins. 



Of course, Zhang Shan was just thinking about it. Making bullets took time. If he had that time, he might 

as well go and farm monsters. 

He continued to increase his liver proficiency. 

After more than an hour of non-stop production, Zhang Shan had finally raised his engineering 

profession level to an intern engineer. 

 

Chapter 115 Finally detonated 

His life profession had advanced to apprentice engineer, but he could only make ordinary bullets, which 

was not of much help to him for the time being. 

He still had to advance his life profession to engineer. 

To advance from apprentice engineer to engineer, he needed 200 proficiency points, which just 

happened to require two blueprints. 

Zhang Shan had already prepared the level 2 blueprint and was ready to start at any time. 

Of course, he couldn’t do it today. He didn’t have enough materials for the wooden bird and the 

firework. It might not even be enough to successfully make one. 

It was better to wait until he had more stock. This kind of thing couldn’t be rushed. 

Besides, it was already very late. He had to go offline and sleep. 

He stored the remaining materials and the basic incendiary bomb blueprint in the warehouse, then 

learned the wooden bird and firework manufacturing blueprints. 

He went to the auction house to take a look, but no one was interested in the invincible slash skill book. 

Could it be that he was really too black-hearted and the price was too high? 

Forget it, I’ll just ignore it and go offline to sleep. 

After washing up, Zhang Shan went to bed. Very quickly, he entered Dreamland. 

In his dreams, Zhang Shan dreamed of the skill book that they were auctioning. It continued to be 

popular, and finally reached more than 200 million. 

After that, boss Wu resigned and the two of them bought a house together. The villa was next to the sea 

and they became neighbors. 

they were free and unrestrained in the game together, and their happy times extended infinitely. 

He had a very long dream. When Zhang Shan woke up the next day, his eyes were still blurry and he was 

not very clear-headed. 

After tidying up and eating something, Zhang Shan went online. 

After his new world had opened up, Zhang Shan felt that his rhythm was tight. He was even busier than 

when he was at work. 



Other than eating and sleeping, he spent the rest of his time in the game. 

Although this wouldn’t have any negative effects on his body, he still felt that something was wrong. He 

didn’t need to work so hard anymore. 

In the future, he would go out for a walk after eating and come back online again. He would also take 

some time every week to go hiking and so on. 

His current pace of life was a little exaggerated. Even the donkeys in the production team were not as 

hardworking as him. 

After going online, Zhang Shan teleported to the auction house. He had been anticipating the auction, 

but it still did not appear. 

Perhaps he had really sold it at too high a price. 

I’ll hang up first and go farm monsters. 

After spending a lot of time to reach the ant Mountain Map, Zhang Shan started to farm monsters. 

Speaking of which, he had been farming the ant Mountain Map for many days now, but he had not 

encountered a single boss. 

Not to mention red bosses, he did not even see an orange boss once. 

Maybe he had been farming monsters at the entrance of the map and hadn’t gone deep into the map, 

so it was fine if he didn’t encounter them. 

He decided to focus on farming monsters and leveling up. He had to get to level 30 as soon as possible. 

When he reached level 20, he would start the monster siege event. 

He wondered if there would be new ways to play when he reached level 30. It would be best if he could 

open the Mount system. 

zhang shan could no longer stand the game of running with his two legs. 

he was only 20 million experience points away from level 29, and he would need at least 30 million 

experience points to reach level 30. 

In other words, he still needed more than 50 million experience to reach level 30. On average, he would 

be able to gain 300000 experience per hour. 

He had to grind for almost two hundred hours. Even if he farmed for fifteen hours a day, it would still 

take him ten days. It was so difficult. 

While killing monsters, he would browse the forum and occasionally glance at the various chat channels. 

Time passed quietly just like that. 

Suddenly, a message in the world Channel attracted Zhang Shan’s attention. 

f * ck! A skill book with a starting price of hundreds of millions has appeared in the auction house! 



f * ck, where did this black-hearted person come from? he’s here to attract people’s attention. What 

book can be sold for hundreds of millions of gold coins? ” 

that’s right. New world’s auction house’s settings are a little bad. They should charge a fee for the 

auction regardless of whether the deal is closed or not. This can effectively strike down black-hearted 

profiteers. 

you’re thinking too much. Who would dare to put it up for auction? if it can’t be sold, we’ll lose money. 

“ah, don’t be in a hurry to curse. i went to the auction house to take a look. it’s really a divine skill book. 

there’s nothing wrong with it except that it’s a little expensive.” 

This Big Shot even attached a picture of the invincible slash skill book. 

f * ck, what an awesome skill. It’s a pity that I’m not a Spellblade. Otherwise, I’d have to consider if I 

should use some HP to deal some damage. 

“It’s true. Big Shot, the starting price is already over a hundred million, are you even considering it?” 

“so what if it’s worth a hundred million? it’s such an awesome skill book. i’m afraid you can’t find it even 

if you want to. it’s a skill that deals five times the damage and has a large area of effect. it’s a super 

powerful skill.” 

this skill is insane. Not only does it deal high damage, but it also provides five seconds of invincibility. It’s 

not just killing a group of players with one hit, but it also allows players to escape. 

that’s right, the real ‘kill a group in ten steps’, the kind that can still run after putting on a show. I really 

want it, but it’s a pity that I’m not a Spellblade. 

“Speaking of which, if spellblades have such an amazing skill, does that mean other classes have it too?” 

I think most classes should have it. I wonder where I can get the skill book? ” 

which Big Shot put up the auction? come out and say something. 

Finally, someone had noticed the skill book that he was auctioning. Zhang Shan was very happy. As for 

being called a black-hearted person, he could let him be. 

Anyway, besides boss Wu, no one else knew that he was the one who put up the auction. He even came 

out to say something. He didn’t want to show his face. 

... 

The last time he had obtained a divine weapon, it had been on the public announcement and on the 

equipment list. Otherwise, he would have hidden it for a while. 

enter the village quietly, don’t shoot, keep a low profile and make a fortune, don’t be ostentatious. 

damn it, why did the Spellblade’s ultimate skill book come out so early? I’m an Archer. What’s the 

official website saying about arrows falling like stars? I can’t beat anyone now, so I can only rely on 

normal attacks to survive. I don’t even have a single skill.” 

“that’s right. has anyone ever obtained an archer’s ultimate skill book? Share it for everyone to see.” 



I don’t think so. Players aren’t even level 30 yet. It’s already ridiculous for a skill book to drop. How could 

there be a second one? ” 

However, reality always slapped him in the face. The lucky Archer from wind and cloud Guild showed off 

the wrath of the stars skill in a very flashy way. 

It wasn’t just the skill book. That guy had already learned the wrath of the stars skill, but he didn’t have 

enough mana to cast it yet. 

” holy sh * t, there really is. jealousy is driving me crazy. no, i have to go offline to catch my breath. ” 

the Archer’s ultimate is even more powerful. The Spellblade’s damage is only five times, but the Archer’s 

directly deals ten times the damage. It’s too powerful. 

actually, it’s about the same. Spellblades have an extra five seconds of invincibility, and five times the 

damage is enough. Apart from some especially tanky ones, who else can take it? ” 

“F * ck, you bunch of people who have nothing are actually concerned about which skill is stronger and 

which skill is weaker. Does this have anything to do with you? Hurry up and go farm some monsters, 

hehe.” 

... 

“Who says it has nothing to do with us? isn’t there a book currently being auctioned at the auction 

house? I’m going to exchange it for gold coins.” 

 

Chapter 116 Resignation of boss Wu 

The invincible slash skill book that he had put up for auction had finally been noticed by people, and it 

was being discussed in the world Channel. 

Zhang Shan was a little tempted. He really wanted to go back to the city to see if anyone was following 

him. 

However, the map where the monsters were spawned was too far away. It would take more than 40 

minutes to run, which was too difficult. 

Why don’t I take a look at the forum first? there should be people discussing this on it. 

There was a fee for speaking in the world Channel, and others would usually only say one or two 

sentences. 

Since he couldn’t find any key information, he decided to check the forums. Since the discussion was so 

heated in-game, there should be people on the forums discussing it. 

It didn’t cost money to speak there, and if someone followed and took a picture, it might be posted on 

the forum. 

After entering the forum, Zhang Shan immediately saw a few posts about him auctioning skill books. 

He clicked on one of the posts with the most replies. 



The title was,”the starting price is a small target, the divine skill book, who will get it?” 

Most of the replies below were similar to the ones on the world Channel. Some of them were discussing 

the strength of the skills. 

more people were black-hearted. 

As for whether or not people would buy it, there was also a small number of people discussing this 

problem. 

“it’s impossible for anyone to buy it at such a black-hearted price. the seller probably doesn’t want to 

sell it. he put it up for auction to show off.” 

“don’t worry, someone will buy it. didn’t you pay attention to the price of gold on the exchange? Ever 

since this skill book was sold at the auction, the price of gold coins has been rising. There must be some 

rich players collecting gold coins.” 

f * ck, I really didn’t notice this. Speaking of which, I still have a few dozen gold coins. Should I sell them 

at a high price on the exchange? ” 

you’re thinking too much. Do you still want to sell it at a high price? the game has been open for so 

many days, and there are already a lot of gold coins produced. As long as the big boss is willing to pay, 

collecting hundreds of millions of gold coins won’t cause too much of a fluctuation in the price. 

the poster above is right. There are more than 100 million players right now. Even if one percent of 

them sell gold coins, each person can sell 100 gold coins for hundreds of millions. Not to mention, there 

are also professional gold-farming teams. They can produce more gold coins, and there is no shortage of 

gold coins in the market. 

“Doesn’t that mean that this skill book will really be sold?” 

of course. Don’t underestimate the rich guys. As long as you have good stuff, you don’t have to be afraid 

that they can’t afford it. 

then I’ll have to go and farm more monsters. Maybe it’ll drop a divine weapon. Then I’ll instantly 

become rich. It won’t be a dream even if the villa is by the sea. 

” brother, it’s broad daylight now. stop dreaming. you’re still thinking about divine equipment. have you 

gotten all the purple equipment? ” 

quickly come and take a look. A Big Shot has made a move. There’s no need to explain, just a picture. 

This guy uploaded a picture of the auction’s progress, and there really was someone bidding. It was 101 

gold coins. 

brother, you didn’t Photoshop this, did you? I’m still out farming monsters. I really have to go and take a 

look. There’s really such a rich boss out there. 

it’s true. I’m in the city too. I just went to take a look. Rich big shots are so terrifying. They don’t care 

about money. 

Someone really did follow him. Haha, I have to inform boss Wu. How can he still work? 



If he quit his job, they would each get 50 million Yuan. It was not something that could be earned even if 

he worked for dozens of lifetimes. 

zhang shan stopped his farming and went offline to give boss wu a call. 

At the moment, new world was still unable to contact people outside of the game directly in the game. 

he could only go offline first. 

He heard that this was a technical problem that was currently being solved, and it might be improved 

and added in the future. 

The call connected. 

boss Zhang Shan, what instructions do you have? I’m still at work. 

“go to the forum and take a look. our skill book has been sold, so your class doesn’t need it anymore.” 

“Damn, did it really sell? There are still people buying at such an expensive price. Poverty has limited my 

imagination.” 

it should be true. It’s all said on the forum. I’m farming monsters outside and can’t go back to the city to 

watch. 

there’s no need to farm any monsters. I’ll go back and take a look. Damn it, if it’s really sold, I’ll hand in 

my resignation letter in the afternoon. 

alright, you win. I’ll go back and take a look. I’ll let you know later. 

It seemed that boss Wu was even more anxious than him. Forget it, I’ll go back to the city and take a 

look. I’m worried about something, and it’s not fun to kill monsters. 

After killing a wave of queen ants, he returned to the city. 

After returning to the city, he directly teleported to the auction house and checked the progress of the 

auction. 

Haha, there really was someone bidding, and it wasn’t just one person. The second person directly 

added 10 million gold coins. 

Was the dream he had last night about to come true? 

He quickly informed boss Wu, and the phone was connected again. 

haha, it’s really going to be sold. Someone has already followed up to 110 million. 

f * ck, I can’t go back on my word. Doesn’t that mean it’s definitely sold? ” 

yes, brother. Go and write your resignation letter. We’ll split the gold coins after the auction tonight. 

“Then I’ll talk to my wife first. I’ll go look for the leader to resign later.” 

alright, I’ll hang up first. I still have to go and farm monsters. I’ll have to run for another 40 minutes. 

f * ck, isn’t it worth tens of millions of dollars? isn’t it worth a few dozen minutes of walking? ” 



“hehe, i’ll hang up first.” 

... 

Zhang Shan, who re-entered the game, was in a good mood. He had really earned money this time, and 

he had also earned money with boss Wu. 

Although half of the gold earned would be given to boss Wu, Zhang Shan did not feel that it was a pity. 

The kind of friend who would help you when you were in trouble, you might not even meet one in your 

entire life. 

Zhang Shan was very happy to be able to help boss Wu. 

Their adorable child would be able to go to school in Pengcheng in the future and wouldn’t have to go 

back to his hometown to be a helpless left-behind child. 

With 50 million gold coins per person, their dream of buying a house could be completely solved. With a 

little more, they could even get a villa by the sea. 

When he got the money, he would discuss with boss Wu that they would be neighbors. 

After calming down, Zhang Shan bought some cheap materials from the auction house and prepared to 

continue farming monsters. 

Just as he teleported to the city gate and was about to head to the ant Mountain Map, wind cloud 

blade’s call rang. 

“Brother Liu Guan, where are you now?” 

he’s in the city. He’s preparing to go and farm monsters. Did something good happen? ” 

... 

Qingqing dropped a Dungeon Scroll just now. We’re going to go and get it. Do you want to come? ” 

” f * ck, how can i miss out on such a good thing? when are we going to do it, and where are we 

gathering? ” 

“After lunch, we’ll start farming at 1 o ‘clock. We’ll gather at the Guild residence.” 

Zhang Shan looked at the time. It was almost 12 o ‘clock. There was still an hour left. What was the point 

of running? 

I’ll just stay in the city and go out after eating. I’ll come back online when it’s almost time. 

 

Chapter 117 The demonized mountain bandit camp 

First, he would ask Windcloud blade how many people’s Dungeon Scroll he had. 

“What kind of scroll is it? how many people are in the dungeon? what’s the instance dungeon’s level?” 



Although Zhang Shan had never obtained an instance dungeon Scroll before, he had obtained quite a 

few of them in the game. 

There was a lot of information on instance dungeon scrolls on the forum. 

The main difference was the difficulty of the dungeon. The number of people required to enter the 

dungeon was also different. There were scrolls for five people, ten people, twenty people, and the most 

number of scrolls was the same as the demon subduing platform, which allowed fifty people to enter. 

Generally speaking, the more people that could enter the instance dungeon, the more difficult the 

instance dungeon would be. Similarly, the rewards would also be higher. 

Instance dungeon scrolls were considered a supplement to the demon subduing platform instance 

dungeon, increasing the effective way for players to obtain items. 

this was a good item. every dungeon scroll represented that there was definitely a boss to fight. a scroll 

for 50 people would definitely have a red boss. 

The items were good, but they were hard to get. Zhang Shan had been killing monsters for so long, but 

he had not gotten a single one. 

there were so many people in the wind and cloud guild. this might be the first time they had 

encountered this. no one had ever encountered it before. 

As for the fact that there were many instance dungeon scrolls on the forum, it was only because the 

player base in the game was large. No matter how small the probability was, there would still be people 

who could get their hands on them. 

Zhang Shan could even get his hands on a divine weapon, so it was not too much for others to get an 

instance dungeon Scroll. 

a 50-man dungeon at level 30. I heard that the difficulty of scroll-based Dungeons is equivalent to the 

demon subduing platform dungeon’s hard mode. It might not be easy. If we can get better equipment, 

we should upgrade it. 

Zhang Shan looked at his own equipment. Other than the legendary equipment, only his boots were red. 

The rest were basically level 20 purple equipment. 

How was he going to upgrade his equipment? He couldn’t just buy a level 25 orange equipment from 

the auction. There was no need to. 

He was only two levels away from level 30. When he reached level 30, he would replace all his purple 

equipment with orange equipment. It would be a waste if he did not do so now. 

As for whether he could clear the dungeon, Zhang Shan felt that it was not a big problem. As long as the 

support was strong enough, he could slowly grind down the red boss by himself. What was there to 

worry about? 

I don’t have anything to update. I don’t have any red equipment and I can’t afford it. I don’t want to 

change to orange equipment. Don’t worry, we can beat it. 



I’m just afraid that the final boss of the instance dungeon will be like the strongmen commander on the 

second floor of the demon suppressing platform. It’ll be a little difficult to deal with. 

“It’s fine. Even if it’s the same as commander Lishi, I can still beat it. It’s just that it’ll take some time.” 

fine, you’re awesome, big brother. Anyway, I can only lie down and muddle along for a while. There are 

too many bosses in this game, and they’re not friendly to melee. 

what’s the big deal if the boss isn’t friendly? you’re good at killing people. You can kill one person with a 

set of skills. That’s great. 

“F * ck, you still dare to talk to me about cutting people? I need a set of combos to cut down a 

brittleskin, you only need two shots, don’t do it in front of me. ” 

hehe, I went offline to eat. See you in the afternoon. 

Taking off his helmet, Zhang Shan went downstairs to have his lunch. Then, he strolled along the busy 

streets. 

Although it was a working day, the streets were still full of people. Big cities were never short of people. 

No matter what time it was, no matter where it was, there would always be people everywhere. People 

from all over the Alliance were working hard in the city just to make their lives a little better. 

Zhang Shan was also one of them. It was just that he had been playing games recently, and that was why 

his life had changed. 

Zhang Shan casually strolled along the streets. Looking at the time, it was almost time to go back and 

farm instance dungeons, hoping to get some equipment. 

He hadn’t even prepared any level 30 equipment yet. Only the wolf King had dropped a level 30 bracer. 

He had not prepared any other equipment. He could not just go to the auction house to buy them all, 

right? it would cost a lot of gold coins to get a full set of equipment. 

After going online, Zhang Shan teleported to the Guild residence and came to the front of the Guild Hall. 

Most of the others were also online. 

“brother divine weapon, have you been rich recently?” 

This question made Zhang Shan feel a little guilty. He had just obtained an ultimate skill book yesterday 

and it was still on auction. 

He wasn’t too familiar with the spellblades in the Guild, so he didn’t consider selling them directly. 

I’ve upgraded my life profession to a Trainee Engineer. Does that count as getting rich? ” 

Zhang Shan tried to avoid the question. He was not used to lying, even to a stranger. But if he did not 

want to say it, he could choose not to answer. 

boss, you’re awesome. It’s so hard to level up a lifestyle class. I keep failing and can’t even collect 

enough materials. 



I’ll just buy a bunch of materials and take my time. Low-level materials are cheap anyway, but it’ll 

probably be hard to level up the later ones. 

” it’s very difficult to level up the profession later on. right now, the profession with the highest level in 

the game is a level 3 apothecary. he can make small recovery pills, the kind that can recover 2000 hp in 

one go. he’s very strong. ” 

awesome! It’s four times stronger than the shop’s great Red Medicine. 

yes, it’s still very valuable to upgrade a lifestyle class to the later stage. It’s just that it’s not easy to 

upgrade. 

Everyone arrived and Feng Yun realm said, 

“Everyone’s here. First of all, the scroll was provided by Qingqing. She can have the priority to choose 

one item.” 

“No objections.” 

This was normal. A level 30 large-scale Dungeon Scroll could easily be sold at the auction house for more 

than a piece of red equipment. 

Letting Feng Yun Qing Qing choose an item first was also very reasonable. 

Even if she was lucky, if the loot from the dungeon was average, it would only be a piece of red 

equipment. It would not even be worth as much as the scroll itself. 

as for the others, they were already very happy to be able to get some dungeon experience. if they were 

lucky, they could even ROLL for good equipment, which was an unexpected gain. 

Feng Yun realm gathered everyone together. They were basically the same people who fought the BOSS 

in the past, with only a few new faces. 

Feng Yun realm probably considered the difficulty of the dungeon and found a few more supports. 

Zhang Shan saw the number of supports in the team and there were at least ten of them. 

it was more than when they were fighting the BOSS. the advantage of having more support was stability. 

... 

However, they were slow and lacked damage. 

However, with Zhang Shan around, it was not a big problem for him to take on the damage of a few 

people. 

“When you’re ready, we’ll enter the dungeon.” 

Feng Yun realm took out a scroll and after the scroll disappeared, everyone disappeared from the Guild 

residence and appeared in a new map. 

damn, this dungeon is a Little Big. It’s much bigger than the dungeon on the first floor of the demon 

subduing platform. 



zhang shan checked the mini-map. it was really a huge map. to clear such a large dungeon, it would not 

be that easy. 

The name of the map was demonized brigand camp. The monsters inside were all demonized brigands, 

although the number of brigands was not as dense as the demon-suppressing dais. 

however, the map was larger, so the number of monsters would not be less than the demon subduing 

platform instance dungeon. there might even be more. 

Besides, there should be more than one BOSS in the brigand camp. It was impossible for the brigand 

leader to manage so many brigands. 

it’s good that the map is big. It means that there are many monsters and bosses. That way, we can get 

more good items. 

“That’s right, let’s do it.” 

... 

 

Chapter 118 The boss mixed in with the small monsters 

zhang shan summoned his panda baby to open up a path in front. the monsters in this dungeon were 

not too concentrated. even if they all rushed up and surrounded him, he did not have to be afraid. 

The Panda baby should be able to take it. There were more than ten supports behind the team. 

The moment Zhang Shan appeared with the Panda baby, dozens of demonized mountain bandits saw 

him and immediately attacked him with knives. 

Yes, it was a vegetable knife. 

The weapons of the demonized mountain bandits were vegetable knives. 

Dozens of vegetable knives slashed at the Panda baby’s body, and the damage kept rising. Although the 

damage wasn’t high, the mountain thieves were very fast. 

“Holy F * ck, how can these bandits have such high attack speed? Compared to the current players, his 

attack speed is much higher.” 

after the panda baby held off the group of demonized mountain bandits, the rest of the party quickly 

went up to attack. 

haha, these demonized mountain bandits are so weak. They can only slash a little faster, but their HP 

isn’t high. Their defense doesn’t seem to be good either. 

Zhang Shan stopped and fired at the brigands. Each shot dealt more than 4000 damage. Two shots were 

enough to take down a brigand. 

He was indeed very weak. 

He checked the mountain Bandit’s stats. 



[ demonized mountain Bandit: level 30, attack 980, health points 7000, skill 1, demon insanity ] 

[ mad demon (passive): after being demonized, the brigand who has lost their humanity will become 

even crazier, greatly increasing their attack speed. ] 

What? These brigands had a passive that increased their attack speed, so it was no wonder that they 

were so fast. Their knives were so fast that they were creating afterimages. 

“This passive skill is so powerful. It would be great if it could be spawned. Bandit brothers, be generous 

and hand over your passive skills, hehe.” 

Seeing such a good passive skill, Zhang Shan slashed even more vigorously. Bullets were fired 

continuously, and one by one, the mountain thieves were defeated by him. 

However, there were many people present. No matter how fast he attacked, he could only cut down a 

small number of them. 

most of the bandits were killed by their teammates. 

There was no other way. He couldn’t just stop the others from fighting. Even if he killed all the monsters 

by tomorrow, he might not be able to clear all of them. 

There was no chance in a contest of numbers, so it would depend on his luck. He hoped that his luck 

would be so good that he would be able to get this passive skill. 

“Boss, why don’t we split up? these bandits aren’t strong, we can still defeat them if we split up.” 

With 50 players grinding together, it would affect their efficiency. How long would it take for them to 

finish grinding on such a large map? 

They should do it separately so that they could do it faster. 

then let’s split up. Five people in a group, and each group has at least one support. Let’s find someone to 

team up with. 

“haha, i’m on the same side as brother divine equipment. maybe we’ll encounter a mini-boss and we’ll 

be able to kill it easily without calling for anyone.” 

Windcloud blade did not hold back at all. 

He was right. The other five-man team might not even be able to defeat a purple boss. 

even with a guardian team, it would take a lot of time to defeat it. they were not like zhang shan, who 

could kill small bosses like they were small monsters. 

In the end, wind cloud blade, wind cloud realm, wind chimes, and wind cloud Qing Qing also joined 

Zhang Shan’s team. 

The others formed their own groups and went in other directions to kill monsters. 

The map was huge. It did not take long for the map to be spread out. Only the five of them were left 

around Zhang Shan. 



the hardworking little secretary had been abandoned again. it was really because he had too much 

overlap with zhang shan’s panda baby. 

Although he had also entered the dungeon this time, he could only be an ordinary helper. He didn’t 

need to tank monsters. 

There were two supports in a team of five. This combination was a bit weird. 

Fortunately, Windling had a summoning Angel, and she could also deal damage as a support. With the 

two of them and a summoned creature, their damage output was still higher than that of a thug. 

The five of them pushed forward. Level 30 monsters were not much experience for Zhang Shan. 

However, they were farming faster, so it was not a problem. 

Overall, the experience gain was normal. 

“Brother artifact, how much longer do you need to reach level 30?” 

Feng Yun Qing Qing asked from the side. She was a witch doctor, so her damage output was much lower 

than that of a Taoist priest. 

He could only use poison. If his basic attack power was not high, the damage of poison attacks would be 

very low. 

However, the witch doctor’s support ability was much stronger than that of the priest. A totem and a 

curse were the standard for fighting bosses. 

the only problem was that these two skill books were too rare, and people who didn’t have the capital 

wouldn’t be able to get them. 

“it’s still early. i still need 17 million to reach level 29. if i want to reach level 30, i might need about ten 

days.” 

“we’ll be faster if we kill more bosses.” 

of course, but bosses aren’t easy to find. I hope this dungeon can have a few more bosses and get more 

experience. Otherwise, I really can’t level up. 

“Big brother, that’s enough. Do you think you can’t level up? Look at the level ranking, even though the 

second place is only two levels away from you, but that’s a lot of experience, at least a week of grinding, 

not to mention us.” 

Windcloud blade could not help but ridicule. 

I farm a lot. I’m online until very late every day. I don’t do anything other than farming monsters. 

“You make it sound like we’re wandering around every day. I’ve been grinding until very late every day, 

and I don’t even have time to create a living class. I originally wanted to learn blacksmithing, but I 

haven’t had the time to do it.” 

brother one blade, why are you comparing yourself to divine equipment brother? his divine equipment 

is worth all your equipment, not to mention his panda baby. You can’t even beat him. 



f * ck, Sister Feng Ling, do you have to be so heartbroken? I’ve been quite good to you usually. 

... 

hehe, Sister Feng Ling is right. You just can’t beat the Panda baby. 

Feng Yunqing added fuel to the fire. 

“F * ck, you two are too much. So what if I can’t beat the Panda? who can beat brother Liu Guan’s pet 

now? Anyone would be defeated by a single combo skill.” 

While they were bickering with each other, wind and cloud blade suddenly shouted, ” 

“What’s going on? hurry up and heal me. I’m dying.” 

What? Could these mountain bandits kill him? That’s impossible. 

zhang shan looked at windcloud blade and saw that he only had less than half of his health left. the two 

beautiful girls quickly healed him. 

Two or three demonized bandits chased after him and attacked him fiercely. Wind and cloud blade’s 

damage was in the hundreds, while the other had more than 2000. 

f * ck! Brother one blade, run! One of them is a boss. 

All the brigands looked exactly the same, and even the boss looked the same as a normal brigand. 

If one didn’t look at the monster’s name carefully, one wouldn’t be able to tell. 

... 

Zhang Shan immediately controlled the Panda baby and ran to wind and cloud blade’s side. He also 

changed his attack direction. 

first, they cleared the two normal brigands around windcloud blade, then quickly attacked the last boss. 

“F * ck, do these bandits have to be so sneaky? this is a boss, don’t they have to show some face? To 

think that he would mix around with ordinary bandits, and look exactly the same as them, what a load of 

bullshit.” 

 

Chapter 119 The leader of the bandits 

It was rare to see a BOSS that looked exactly the same as a normal monster. 

windcloud blade had almost been overturned. 

that was f * cking close. Fortunately, I discovered it early. Otherwise, I would have died. I’ll inform the 

others and let them be on guard. 

in the party channel, windcloud blade said to everyone, ” 

be careful, the BOSS here looks exactly like the monsters. Don’t get tricked. 



“What’s the situation? Why does a BOSS look like a monster? shouldn’t it be bigger?” 

I don’t know. Just be careful. I was almost killed. 

“F * ck, did you guys find a BOSS? do you need any reinforcements?” 

no need. We can kill them in minutes. Don’t come over and share our experience. 

The brigand leader who had just appeared was being beaten by Zhang Shan and Feng Yun realm until his 

health dropped rapidly. The two beautiful supports were on the side healing the Panda baby. 

Windcloud blade finally managed to survive and turned around to attack the BOSS. 

this BOSS isn’t that strong. If it wasn’t a sneak attack, I could’ve killed it with a support. 

stop bragging. Although the BOSS’s attack power is not strong, its attack speed is fast. Its damage per 

unit time is not worse than a BOSS of the same level. 

The BOSS was already being pulled steadily by the Panda baby. Zhang Shan took some time to check its 

attributes. 

demonized mountain bandit leader (orange): Level 30, HP 1500000, attack 3000, skill 1, I love vegetable 

knife, skill 2, mad demon, skill 3, desperate three strikes. 

[ I love a vegetable knife: when the demonized bandit leader is holding a vegetable knife, damage is 

increased by 50%. ] 

[ mad demon (passive): after the inhuman bandit leader is demonized, he becomes even crazier, greatly 

increasing his attack speed. ] 

[ desperate three slashes: demonized bandit leader. His knife skills have reached perfection, and he can 

slash three times in a row. ] 

The first slash dealt 100% damage, the second slash dealt twice the damage, and the third slash dealt 

four times the damage. 

haha, the BOSS ‘first skill is quite interesting. I love the vegetable knife. 

f * ck, let me take a look. It’s okay, the damage isn’t that great. It only increases 50% damage. It’s just 

that the name of the skill is a bit weird. 

“Is it just the name of the skill that’s a little weird? It’s good enough that mountain bandits use 

vegetable knives to cut people, okay?” 

“It doesn’t matter what weapon you use. Some monsters attack by throwing stones.” 

The brigand leader waved his kitchen knife and slashed quickly. His attack speed was much faster than 

the normal brigand. It might be the same passive skill, but the BOSS’s effect was stronger. 

who knew if after defeating the BOSS, the passive skill of the mad demon would be triggered by zhang 

shan’s talent. 



the brigand leader’s hp dropped rapidly under the berserk attacks of the three goons and the sky 

general. at the same time, the BOSS kept casting one and three skills. 

However, this bit of damage was nothing to the Panda baby, who had high defense and health. There 

were also two beautiful women healing it. 

In less than three minutes, the demonized bandit leader was beaten to the ground. 

Zhang Shan even controlled the Panda baby to snatch it, the last kill. However, the talent was not 

triggered, and he did not know if it would drop anything good. 

&Lt; system announcement: congratulations to Feng Yun realm, six-barreled Bodhisattva, and Feng Yun 

single blade for killing the demonized mountain bandit leader. &Gt; 

Skill point +1, medal +100. 

haha, this is the easiest boss I’ve ever fought in the New World. I can’t believe it’s on the public 

announcement. I’m getting a free skill point. 

it’s not simple at all. Otherwise, why did you get cut like a dog just now? if it wasn’t for brother godly 

equipment pulling the boss in time, you would have died. 

“What kind of truth is that? it’s not cute at all.” 

“Brother, let’s see what equipment it dropped. The scroll dungeon is equivalent to the demon subduing 

platform dungeon’s hard mode. The drops should not be too bad.” 

Feng Yun realm displayed all the drops. 

There were two orange equipment, one purple equipment, one orange material, and one skill book. 

not bad, it even dropped a skill book. Although it’s just an ordinary skill book, it can be sold for a few 

thousand gold coins. 

Zhang Shan looked at the skill book. It was a warrior’s charge skill book. 

Although the charge skill was very common, it was a necessary skill for Warriors. At this stage, many 

ordinary players did not have it. 

It should be able to sell for a few thousand gold coins. 

Among the two orange equipment, one was an agility-type shirt, the other was an intelligence-type hat, 

and the purple-colored equipment was a strength-type boots. 

Feng Yun realm gave the clothes to Zhang Shan, the hat and the rest of the three intelligence types 

discussed for a while before giving it to Feng Ling. 

The boots were given to Windcloud blade. 

He was left with a skill book and a material that had yet to be distributed. 

“how are we going to split the remaining skill book and materials? Why don’t the five of us roll for it?” 

“Alright, let’s roll.” 



Originally, it would have been most appropriate to give the skill book to Windcloud blade. However, 

since he had already learned the charge skill, giving it to him would only be for sale. 

then let’s just rely on our own luck. 

First, they rolled the materials. The five of them each threw out their dice. Zhang Shan was in the lead 

with 89 points, and he got the orange material. 

There were only five people involved in the roll, so the chances of winning were higher. 

However, neither the skill books nor the materials were of much concern to the five of them. The orange 

material was worth less than 1000 gold coins. 

... 

the charge skill book was only worth three to five thousand gold. even zhang shan would not care about 

such a cheap item. 

He only wanted the good stuff. He didn’t care about the ordinary stuff. 

The next step was to roll the skill book. Feng Yun Qing Qing was extremely lucky and the [charge] skill 

book was rolled by her. 

“Haha, I’ve already gained a little from the beginning.” Feng Yunqing said happily. 

“qingqing, you’re so lucky. the most valuable item has been rolled by you.” 

you’re not bad either. Didn’t you get a purple equipment too? ” 

purple equipment isn’t worth much. At most, it’s worth 300 to 500 gold coins. 

“Give it to me if you don’t want it. I’ll sell it and get some snacks.” 

no, I can’t give it to you. What if you get fat from eating? ” 

“Go to hell, I’m born not to get fat.” 

Everyone was happy to have defeated an orange-colored boss. Only Zhang Shan was depressed, even 

though he had also received an orange-colored equipment and rolled a material. 

... 

However, he was not happy that his passive skill did not appear. 

It was rare to see such a good passive skill. This was the first time he had seen a monster with a passive 

that increased attack speed. 

The instance dungeon Scroll could only be used once. He did not know if he would have the chance to 

get the same scroll again. 

If not, this would be their only chance. 

Unfortunately, farming passive skills was not something that could be done with hard work. The key was 

that it depended on luck. 



Even if he couldn’t get it, he was quite helpless. 

He continued to farm, hoping to get another BOSS. 

Don’t even think about the passive on the small monsters, the probability of that is even lower, if the 

entire dungeon is cleared. 

Zhang Shan could probably at most farm three to five thousand monsters. There were a total of fifty 

people. He couldn’t possibly farm more. 

It was too difficult to get a passive skill from thousands of monsters. He had been farming the Army 

ant’s passive for many days, but he had not managed to get one. 

He had killed at least 100000 army ants. 

The brigand’s passive ability shouldn’t have allowed him to respawn so easily, so the BOSS was still the 

main factor. 

The BOSS’s passive seemed to be more likely to drop something. He hoped that there was still a bandit 

leader for him to fight. 

 

Chapter 120 brigand warlock 

As time slowly passed, they had already cleared more than half of the monsters on the map. The other 

party members had even encountered three other Bandit leaders. 

They had all been beaten up by their own methods. Zhang Shan and the other four had not even had a 

chance to drink a single mouthful of soup. 

There were already four orange bosses in the entire dungeon, and there was only one left. It was still 

uncertain if it was the leader of the bandits. 

From the looks of it, Zhang Shan would not be able to farm mad demon passive. 

“This dungeon is really good. We’ve already fought four orange bosses. I wonder what the final BOSS 

will be like?” 

you don’t even have to think about it. He must be extremely powerful. How can he not be powerful 

when he has four orange bosses as his underlings? ” 

maybe there are more than four of them. We haven’t even cleared the small monsters yet. There might 

be an orange-colored BOSS that we haven’t encountered yet. 

there should be more. Four isn’t a good number. Five is normal. 

let’s hurry up and farm. Let’s hope we can encounter the fifth BOSS. We can’t let them get there first. 

Just as Windcloud blade finished speaking, a call came from the party channel, ” 

” come and save us, all five of us have been knocked down. there’s a brigand warlock here, an orange 

BOSS. it’s so strong. ” 



f * ck, there’s really a fifth orange boss. Let’s go quickly. This is the first time a boss has appeared, so we 

should be able to get some skill points. 

Windcloud blade hurriedly said after hearing the party’s call. 

“Okay, let’s go and fight the boss first. We’ll clear the monsters after that.” 

They couldn’t let go of bosses that could give them skill points. They didn’t think of this when they first 

fought the brigand leader. 

No one had ever fought this orange-colored boss before, and it even gave free skill points. 

There were too many boss names in the New World. Which ones had been killed before and which ones 

hadn’t? He simply couldn’t remember everything. 

Unless it was a super difficult BOSS that got the first clear, it would not attract attention. 

Who would remember so many of the unknown orange bosses? 

Since the brigand leader had not been killed by anyone, the brigand Warlock should not have been killed 

either. 

He had to get this skill point. 

zhang shan looked at the position of the five unlucky guys. it was not too far away from them. they 

would be there in two to three minutes. 

after clearing the normal brigands nearby, zhang shan kept the panda baby back to his side. the five of 

them quickly moved towards their teammates who were lying on the ground. 

“let me first ask what skills the bandit warlocks have.” Windcloud blade said as he ran. 

“Yes, we have to ask. Don’t screw up.” 

“Brother on the ground, what skills do mountain thief warlocks have? How fierce?” 

the other skills are quite average, but the bandit Warlock’s big move is a little strong. It’s similar to the 

priest’s big move, but the damage is a little lower. 

“F * ck, the orange BOSS’s ultimate skill is also a large area damage skill? It can’t be the same as the 

priest’s 50-yard range, right?” 

yes, it’s a Bandit Warlock’s ultimate skill. Its damage range is also 50 yards, so it’s very strong. 

this was a bit strong. they were both level 30 magic bosses, but the bandit warlock was much stronger 

than the demon warlock on the second floor of the demon suppression platform. 

The demonic Warlock’s ultimate skill, Inferno formation, only had a damage range of 20 yards. A brigand 

Warlock was actually stronger than an actual demonic Warlock. It was really ridiculous. 

However, Zhang Shan and the other five should not be afraid. He himself had close to 20000 HP. 

He could completely withstand the orange BOSS’s 5 seconds of damage. Among the other four players, 

wind and cloud blade was a warrior. 



his hp was even higher than zhang shan’s, so there was no problem. as for feng yun realm and the other 

two, they should be able to hold on. 

After all, their equipment was very good, so it should not be a big problem. 

Not long after, they ran to where the brigand Warlock was. Windling and Feng Yun Qingqing pulled two 

of them up first. 

as for the other three, they could only lie on the ground and wait for the other support to come and 

save them. after all, the cooldown time of the resurrection skill was quite long. 

“Let’s wait for the others to arrive first. Skill points are too hard to get, let’s just mix around.” 

feng yun realm said. 

“Alright, then we’ll wait for a while.” 

“Those who are here to earn skill points, run faster.” 

Zhang Shan was checking the brigand Warlock’s attribute information in the team channel. 

[brigand Warlock (orange): level 30,1500000 HP, 3000 attack, skill 1, fire meteor, skill 2, Spell Mastery, 

skill 3, rain of fire.] 

[fire meteor: brigand Warlock will direct a flame to attack the target, increasing damage by 50%.] 

[Spell Mastery: brigand warlocks are proficient in spells, magic damage increased by 50%.] 

[rain of fire: cast a spell on a target area, causing 100% damage for five seconds. Damage range: 50 

yards.] 

This brigand Warlock was really strong. His second skill was a status skill. 

In other words, the theoretical damage of each skill of The Mountain Thief Warlock should be 6000. 

in theory, the ultimate skill dealt 4500 damage per second, which was over 20000 damage in five 

seconds. it did not look like a skill that an orange-colored boss should have. 

initially, zhang shan thought that feng yun realm and the rest would be able to hold on. however, it 

seemed like they would not be able to. 

Out of all the fragile professions in the team, only he could withstand it. No one else could. 

however, it didn’t matter. the bandit warlocks only had channeling skills. as long as they saw the boss 

‘channeling bar, they would just run away. 

... 

It was not difficult to deal with. 

after the rest of the team had arrived, feng yun realm indicated to zhang shan to prepare to fight the 

boss. 

Ever since the Panda baby was strengthened by the heart of nature, it had become a true tank. 



At the very least, in the short term, the other Guardian classes would not be able to compare. 

Not far away, the brigand sorcerer was mixed in with a group of ordinary brigands, and they looked 

similar. 

If it wasn’t for the fact that he was holding a staff instead of a vegetable knife, it would be hard to tell. 

Zhang Shan controlled the Panda baby to pull the boss and quickly launched an attack. 

The others quickly cleared out the ordinary bandits nearby and joined in the attack. 

50 players would be able to take down a boss with 1500000 HP very quickly. If they continued to attack, 

it would take less than a minute. 

after all, the bosses in the team all had good equipment. in terms of equipment, other than the god 

equipment and spiritual equipment, zhang shan was the only one with good equipment. 

He would definitely be the one with the worst equipment in the team. 

... 

f * ck, this boss’s HP is dropping too fast. It feels like we’ve Insta-killed the boss. 

Everyone attacked together, and it didn’t take long for the brigand Warlock’s HP to drop by half. Then, 

he began to cast a spell, ready to use a big move. 

fragile classes, run quickly. We can’t withstand the big moves. The brigand Warlock began to cast. 

feng yun realm called for all the fragile jobs to quickly run away, leaving only zhang shan and a group of 

strength type players to attack the BOSS. 

If they didn’t run, they would all be dead. Although they could get the support to pull them up later, it 

would be a waste of time. 

i’ll run first and come back to fight later. 

 


